Let's discover the Museum of Fine Arts !
Welcome to the Dijon Museum of Fine Arts.

In the Middle Ages, this place was

[] a cemetery.
[] a palace
[] a market place
[] a church

Who lived there ? The King of France – The Pope – The Dukes of Burgundy – the Mayor of Dijon

Now, observe the family tree and find the 7 mistakes. Circle them and correct them.

Check your knowledge and play online : http://petitlien.fr/dukes

Look at the paintings of the Dukes and find their names in English.

Philip the……………..
His quality :

John the…………….

Philip the …………...

Charles the ………….

His quality :

His quality :

His quality :

Adjective in your language :

Adjective in your language :

Adjective in your language :

He was ….
Adjective in your language :

Read the following sentences and circle the correct answers.
John The Good was King of France / the first Duke of Burgundy's father / the first Duke of
Burgundy.
At the time of the Dukes, the Duchy of Burgundy was / wasn't part of France.
The Dukes of Burgundy were / weren't very rich.
The Dukes of Burgundy loved / didn't love Art.
One of the Dukes created the order of the Golden Fleece / the Round Table.
Walk to the next room and observe.
These are

= ________________________

And in your language, they are _________________________
Name the 3 characters resting there :

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Look at their faces, what is special ?

____________________________________________

What are they wearing ?
____________________________________________
What do you call the characters next to their heads ?
________________________________

This is a

of

: _________________________________

Where can you see it ? ________________________________________________
Why ? _____________________________________________________________
Circle the colours you can see.
orange

white blue brown

purple red

gold

yellow

black

pink

green

Name the animals represented next to the characters: ________________________________
In your opinion, what do they symbolize ? ____________________________________________
Where can you see these statues ?
They are ……………………………………………………….

They are called

: ___________________

In French, they are called Les Pleurants. The verb « pleurer » means
crying. In your opinion, why are they crying ?
________________________________________________________________________________
So, how are they feeling ?

What are they all wearing ? ________________________________________________________
Why ? __________________________________________________________________________
Now look at the Retable of the Crucifixion.
How many parts are there ? ________________________________________________________
So this is a T _

_

_

_ _

_

_

Read the following sentences and cross out (wrong) the wrong statements.
It is possible to shut this retable.
Retables were in museums.
This retable tells the story of Jesus Christ.
Retables were created because people couldn't read.
We can see the French king on this retable.
There are no « speech bubbles » (phylacteries) on it.

A retable was always open.
Retables told stories.
Retables were in churches.
On the left, we can see the Wisdom Kings.
Many saints are represented.
This retable is made of gold.

Use the following words and organise the story chronologically : death / birth / crucifixion.
Jesus ' …………………. / Jesus ' ……………………………. / Jesus ' ………………………..

Observe the following painting and answer the following questions. (room 8)
English title : ______________________________________________________________
Name of the artist : __________________________________________________________
Now, look at this painting carefully. There are 7 mistakes. Can you find them ?

1- _____________________________________

5- ____________________________________

2- _____________________________________

6- ____________________________________

3- _____________________________________

7- ____________________________________

4- _____________________________________
What do you call the « speech bubbles » that you can see on this painting ? ___________________
Now go to room 10 and look for 2 paintings with those « speech bubbles ». Write their titles in
English.
1) ______________________________________________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________________________________________
That's all for now ! Well done : )
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